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In their anniversary year the 

Karlsruhe Dialogues will again 

focus on a current issue. This 

time we will look into the 

present state and the future 

of Europe. The symposium 

will discuss the stability of 

the _European community 

in the context of ever new 

and worrying challenges. 

Eurozone crisis, Greek debt 

crisis, refugee crisis – each 

of these seem to leave the 

European community in more 

and more conflicting posi-

tions. In the past, a member-

ship in the  European Com-

munity was mainly associated 

with economic and political 

advantages. Now, the member 

states must decide if they 

are also willing to take joint 

action when it comes to facing 

challenges – or if polarised 

positions and interests will in-

capacitate the solidarity com-

munity. Yet, instead of a clari-

fication of this pressing issue, 

populism, right- and left-wing 

extremism, new nationalisms, 

and unilateralism of individual 

countries are increasing. Does 

this mean that the structural 

and legal framework of Europe 

has failed? Or is it difficult 

times like these that hold the 

potential for the community to 

show its strength and its will-

ingness to embrace reforms? 

How much pressure from 

within can the European Union 

take? What has happened to 

the “European idea” in times 

of increasing globalisation 

dynamics?

The 20th Karlsruhe Dialogues 

will examine the reality of 

the European community 

with regard to its strengths 

and weaknesses. Renowned 

researchers as well as experts 

with practical knowledge in 

the field will discuss contro-

versial issues: What are the 

values that are holding Europe 

together? Where is the EU 

headed in the following years? 

Will the European Union be 

able to create an identifica-

tion point and develop an inte-

grative force as the construct 

of the nation currently does?

The three-day event features 

international participants and 

examines the subject from 

different perspectives for a 

broad audience in keynote 

addresses, discussions, and 

roundtables. The symposium 

will be accompanied by cul-

tural events, intended to add 

to the analytic discourse by 
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offering further perspectives 

from an artistic point of view. 

The programme includes a 

thematic film night in coopera-

tion with the television channel 

ARTE and the movie theatre 

Schauburg Karlsruhe, as well 

as readings and statements 

at Badisches Staatstheater 

Karlsruhe (State Theatre of 

Baden, Karlsruhe).

The ZAK is honoured to be 

partnered since 2005 by the 

Social Foundation of Sparda-

Bank Baden-Württemberg, 

the main supporter of the 

Karlsruhe Dialogues together 

with the city of Karlsruhe. 

The ZAK wishes to express 

its thanks for its partners’ 

generous support and is look-

ing forward to the continued 

partnership.

 → The e venTs wiThin The 
K arlsruhe Dialogues can 
be aT TenDeD wiThouT an 
enTr ance fee. we woulD be 
very happy To welcome you!

 → conference l anguages: 
german, english; 
simulTaneous inTerpreTing.

 → sub jecT To alTer aTions

presenTeD by:

ZAK | Centre for Cultural and 
General Studies
Karlsruhe Institute of Technology 
(KIT)

Registration for the opening 
reception on Friday as well as the 
reading and the talk in the theatre 
necessary via: 
www.zak.kit.edu
Info line: +49 (0)7 21/608-4 43 84

scienTific convenorship:

Prof. Dr. Caroline Y. Robertson- 
von Trotha

organisaTion:

Christine Melcher Dipl.-Angl.



   University of MUsic KarlsrUhe, Wolfgang-

   rihM-forUM, aM schloss gottesaUe 7

 WElcomE aDDrEssEs
 

martin hettich
 Chairman of the Board of Sparda-Bank 

 Baden-Württemberg eG

  
Dr. frank mentrup

 Lord Mayor of the City of Karlsruhe

 

Dr. ulrich breuer
 Vice President of KIT for Finance and  

 Business Affairs

 
 iNtroDuctioN

prof. Dr. caroline y. robertson-von Trotha
Director of the ZAK | Centre for Cultural and  

General Studies, KIT

 opENiNg KEyNotE lEcturE

  challenging europe: germany's eu ambitions

prof. Dr. anthony glees (United Kingdom)

Professor of Politics and Director of the Centre for 

Security and Intelligence Studies, University of 

Buckingham

 → no enTr ance fee
 → regisTr aTion necessary via w w w.z aK.KiT.eDu. 

FriDay, 19 FEbruary 2016
opENiNg EvENt oF thE 20th KarlsruhE DialoguEs

7.
30

 p
.m
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   saal Baden at the chaMBer of coMMerce and  

 indUstry KarlsrUhe, laMMstrasse 13–17 

  WElcomE aDDrEssEs

wolfgang grenke
President of the Chamber of Commerce and 

Industry Karlsruhe

 
prof. Dr. caroline y. robertson-von Trotha
Director of the ZAK | Centre for Cultural and  

General Studies, KIT

 opENiNg KEyNotE aDDrEssEs

 — eurexit: is the european union in Danger?
prof. Dr. Dr. h.c. mult. oskar negt (Germany)

Professor Emeritus of Sociology, University of 

Hannover

 — participatory Democracy in the eu: a challenge  
for multilevel governance
prof. Dr. em. johannes w. pichler (Austria)

Professor Emeritus of European Legal Development, 

University of Graz; Director of the Austrian Institute 

for European Law and Policy, Vienna

 — europe’s crises: grexit, brexit and co.
Dr. haig simonian (United Kingdom, Switzerland)

Journalist, Zürich

 — what Keeps central europe Together?  
new challenges from poland
prof. Dr. ireneusz paweł Karolewski (Poland/Germany)

Professor of Politics at the Willy Brandt Centre 

for German and European Studies, University of 

Wrocław

 — hungary and Democracy: another farewell  
from europe?
györgy Dalos (Hungary)

Author and historian

saturDay, 20 FEbruary 2016
symposium oF thE 20th KarlsruhE DialoguEs
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   lunch breaK

 — europe of regions: how the european  
regions can be strengthened
Dr. ulrike guérot (Germany)

Political scientist, Founder and Director of the 

European Democracy Lab, Berlin

 — catalonia: independence within the  
european union
jordi solé i ferrando (Catalonia/Spain)

Secretary-General of EFA (European Free Alliance), 

former Catalan MP

 — portugal: right and wrong ways out of the crises
elisa ferreira (Portugal)

Member of the European Parliament

 — Turkey searching for itself
ece Temelkuran (Turkey)

Lawyer, journalist and author

 — jihad reloaded – extremist propaganda:  
a long underestimated Danger
Dr. asiem el Difraoui (France/Germany)

Politician, Documentary film and book author

 
 — The pegiDa-complex: legitimate concerns,  

racism and the centre of society
frank richter (Germany)

Director of the Saxon State Centre for Political 

Education

 — european spring: why our economies and 
politics are in a mess - and how to put  
Them right
philippe legrain (United Kingdom)

Senior Visiting Fellow at the European Institute, London 

School of Economics; Founder of OPEN: the Open 

Political Economy Network; writer and commentator

 →  no enTr ance fee 

saturDay, 20 FEbruary 2016
symposium oF thE 20th KarlsruhE DialoguEs
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Film

   Movie theatre schaUBUrg KarlsrUhe,  Marienstrasse 16 

  artE Film Night
 

Presentation of documentaries and feature films 
in cooperation with ARTE and the movie theatre 
Schauburg Karlsruhe

 →  Euro-, Greece-, and refugee crises: The European 
Union is coming under increasing pressure. New 
nationalism and unilateralism of individual countries 
are on the rise. What’s still holding the EU together? 
The ARTE film night reveals the strengths and 
weaknesses of the solidarity community.

Threatening?
 syria, iraq, ukraine – The eu is facing new wars and 

conflicts on its borders. “mit offenen Karten: 
gefahr(en) für die eu?” (cards on the Table: Danger(s) 
for the eu?) an overview.

The eleventh hour?
 an airplane with no permission to land. on board: an 

archaeologist on the way to his presentation about 
the downfall of the european union. “The great 
european Disaster movie – eu: Kurz vor dem crash?” 
(The eu: shortly before the crash?).

in or out?
 political parties in the member states support 

leaving the eu, critics want to do away with the euro, 
and yet there are several candidate countries: “mit 
offenen Karten – fragen zur eu-skepsis” (cards on 
the Table: Questions concerning euroscepticism).

voice of the people?
 They claim to speak for the people. Their solutions to 

problems are simple: no more immigration, no more 
europe. “aufmarsch der populisten” (procession of 
the populists) – an analysis.

navel-gazing?
 where is europe’s central point? a film odyssey 

across the european continent finds no less than 
twelve candidates: “Die mitte” (The centre).

final destination europe.
 an african refugee, a german tourist, a spanish 

border guard, and the question of humanitarianism 
and morality: “Die farbe des ozeans” (The colour of 
the ocean).
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  Threatening?

7.00 p.m.  mit offenen Karten: gefahr(en) für die Eu?

 (Cards on the Table: Danger(s) for the EU?)

 Documentary by Jean-Christophe Victor

 ARTE France 2014

  The eleventh hour?

  the great European Disaster movie – Eu:  

Kurz vor dem crash?  (The Great European 

Disaster Movie – The EU: Shortly Before the Crash?)

 Documentary by Annalisa Piras

 ARTE 2014

  in or out?

9.00 p.m.  mit offenen Karten: Fragen zur Eu-skepsis

 (Cards on the Table: Questions concerning  

 Euroscepticism)

  Documentary by Jean-Christophe Victor

 ARTE France 2014

  voice of the people?

  aufmarsch der populisten 

 (Procession of the Populists)

 Documentary by Antoine Vitkine

 ARTE France 2014

  navel-gazing?

10.40 p.m.  Die mitte (The Centre)

 Documentary by Stanislaw Mucha

 ARTE/HR 2004

0.00 a.m.  Midnight Snack

  final destination europe.

0.30 a.m.  Die Farbe des ozeans (The Colour of the Ocean)

 Documentary by Maggie Peren

 ARTE/SWR 2011

 → films shown in german
 → no enTr ance fee



   saal Baden at the chaMBer of coMMerce and  

 indUstry KarlsrUhe, laMMstrasse 13–17 

  europe: a solidarity community in Danger?

welcome address: 

Prof. Dr. Caroline Y. Robertson-von Trotha

Director of the ZAK | Centre for Cultural and General 

Studies, KIT 

moderation: Markus Brock

Moderator, SWR and 3sat

  

hatem atallah (Tunisia)

Executive Director of the Anna Lindh Foundation, 

former Tunisian ambassador in the UK

lisa bjurwald (Sweden)

Editor and author

 

lajos bokros (Hungary)

Professor of economics and public policy, Central 

European University Budapest, chairman of the 

Movement for a Modern Hungary

prof. Dr. anthony glees (United Kingdom)

Professor of Politics and Director of the Centre for 

Security and Intelligence Studies, University of 

Buckingham

 

 rEaDiNg

   stUdio (Badisches staatstheater KarlsrUhe), 

   BaUMeisterstr. 11 

  aris fioretos
  Der letzte grieche

→  jannis georgiadis, the son of a farmer from greece, 

leaves his homeland in the mid-1960s to follow his 

childhood sweetheart to sweden. he temporarily 

finds paradise there: he finds accommodation with a 

suNDay, 21 FEbruary 2016
morNiNg paNEl DiscussioN
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doctor, dreams of studying hydrology, and finally 

falls in love with his host’s nanny. yet when a child 

arrives far too early, it is not only one of the greek 

guest worker’s visions of the future that fails. aris 

fioretos’ story about family, migration, memory, and 

delusion is a virtuoso novel about the 20th century in 

europe.

 →  no enTr ance fee
 →  regisTr aTion necessary via w w w.z aK.KiT.eDu.
 →  The re aDing is in german.

 talK iN thE thEatrE
 

    stUdio (Badisches staatstheater KarlsrUhe), 

   BaUMeisterstr. 11 

  we are europe!
short statements with following discussion

fadumo Korn (Germany/Somalia)

Author, 1. Chairwoman of NALA e.V.

sajjad ali (Germany/Pakistan)

Student at the UWC Robert Bosch College, Freiburg

as well as representatives of the student group 

Enactus KIT e.V., the Kiron University Berlin and the 

initiative EXIT-Deutschland

 

 → no enTr ance fee
 →  regisTr aTion necessary via w w w.z aK.KiT.eDu.
 →  The e venT is in german.
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